**Accessories for the barrier boom**

**LED illumination strips (LEDS11 / LEDS12)**

The LED strips LEDS11 and LEDS12 illuminate the closing edge of the barrier boom on both sides. They are securely installed underneath the foamed edge protection.

The LED strips vastly enhance the visibility of the barrier boom. Even under poor conditions or at night, the barrier boom may be recognized from a long distance. Compared to an unlit barrier boom, the perceptibility is yet enhanced in broad daylight.

The LED boom lights glow in two colours: In closed condition, the barrier boom shows a steady red light. During the opening and closing process, the LED strips are flashing red, while the open barrier is indicated via a steady green light. With this functionality, an additional traffic signal head is in many cases obsolete.

The LED strips are available in two versions: up to 12 ft and up to 20 ft. They can only be used in combination with the VarioBoom barrier boom.

The whole set includes an additional mounting plate including a supply unit and electrical components.

---

**Technical Data**

| Length of LED strips | max. 12 ft (LEDS11)  
| max. 20 ft (LEDS12) |
| Protection class | IP67 |

**Supported barrier types**

| Magnetic.Access | Access  
| Access-L  
| Access Pro  
| Access Pro-L  
| Access Select  
| Access Select-L  
| Magnetic.Parking | Parking  
| Parking Pro  
| Parking Select |